The Element is tough on the inside. The waterproof FXCTM (For Extreme Conditions) seat fabric laughs at stains. A nearly impervious urethane-coated utility floor resists scratches and makes cleanup of crud, grit, and grime a proverbial snap. Fold the front and rear seats down flat for an instant double bed, just one of over 60 possible seating and cargo configurations.

The Airstream Bambi’s light weight allows you to tow it easily and safely with your Sports Utility Vehicle, mini-van, or many popular cars; and its small size means you can hitch up and go on a moment’s notice, quickly and without a lot of fuss. Yet you’ll still take along all the amenities: bed, bathroom, fully-equipped kitchen, heat and air conditioning. Timeless design, superb aerodynamics, and legendary engineering.

Corporate 8-Place Seating - Six deep bolstered fine wool fabric covered high-backed seats, arranged with one row of three facing rearward, and one row of three facing forward. The optional corporate trim complements the corporate seating and includes: floor covered with tightly woven wool carpet; side wall armrests, and decorative accent fabric covering for the aft cabin bulkhead.